Tissue Box Cover

Materials:
3 sheets 8 ½ x 11 cardstock for base
Designer papers, stamps & dies– Heartfelt Creations Tulip collection used on sample
Markers, ink pad and additional cardstock for stamped images
Scor Pal
Oval die and Big Shot machine (or other brand)
Score tape
Decorative cardstock layers: one Top 4 ¼ x 4 ¼ four Sides: 4 ¼ x 4 ¾ (as shown in blue)

Step 1: Create Sides
Cut 2 pieces of cardstock 9 ½ x 5 ½
Score on the 9 ½ side at ½ “ and 5”

Turn once clockwise and score on the 5 ½ side at ½ “
Do this to both pieces

Make a miter cut at the 5” score line up to the line. Miter cut the bottom right flap and top left
corner. Remove bottom left corner with a miter cut as shown below. Do this on both pieces.

Add score tape to the left edge flap on the front and to the back of the two bottom flaps. Fold all
score lines and fold the bottom flaps to the inside. This gives strength to the box.

Step 2: Create Top
Cut 1 piece of cardstock 5 ½ x 5 ½
Score at ½ “on all four sides
Add Score tape to all 4 sides between the score line and the edge. Cut off the 4 corners up to the
score line with a miter cut as shown below.

Cut an oval centered in the decorative paper and attach to the top as shown. Then cut a slightly
smaller oval centered in the box top.

ASSEMBLY:
Remove the tape from one side piece. Line it up with a second side piece and attach.

Remove the tape from one flap of the top piece, center this on the second section from the end of
the box. Working around the box, remove the tape, line up with box sides and attach. Remove
tape from the last box side and attach to the inside.

Place the cover over a box of
tissues and attach the decorative
pieces to the sides. You can then
decorate the front with a pretty
scene such as the one shown on
our sample.
(shown below)

Panel on this side is a scenic piece cut from the Heartfelt Tulip paper pad.
The cart and fence has been stamped, colored and cut using Heartfelt Tulip Cart
and Fence stamps and dies.
Try using different colors, stamps and papers for endless fun making custom tissue boxes for all
your friends and family!

